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Washington, D.C.. 20555

SUBJECT: : COMANCHE PEAK STEAM ELECTRIC STATION
L, DOCKET NOS.'50-445 and.50-446-

'

K' RESPONSE. TO CASE DOCUt1ENTED REQUEST FOR ACTION -

L -SCALING CALCULATIONS

. Dear Mr. Grimes:

i Texas Utilities Electric Company (TV Electric) hereby responds to CASE's.

December 6,=1989 Documented Request for Action concerning scaling
calculations. -For the reasons stated below and'in Attachments 1,'2 and 3 and
Enclosures 15 through-4 hereto.- the subject Request for Action shouldibe

Edenied..'

' ' TU~ Electric's. positions concerning those-issues that control a decision on the
p' . subject Request for-Action have been previously documented in Enclosures I

through 4, and are now summarized in the-body of this letter, Attachment 1
provides"TU Electric's- point-by-point . response to the CASE Monitors' Scaling-

|L ; Calculation Report.(CASE Report) in the form of a detailed matrix. This
matrix' presents a reference to the CASE Report for each specific CASE
argument .the corresponding reference in Enclosures 1 through 4 for TV
Electric's position on the basic thrust of each such argument, and any
additional TV Electric response. In many instances it should be noted that
CASE'has taken paragraphs of fU Electric's response to CASE's stop work
request (Enclosure 2) and has criticized such paragraphs in isolation and out
of context. Thus TV Electric's references to the overall portions of its

. previous documents supporting each such paragraph were considered sufficient,

-to document TV Electric's position, which was' not changed by any of CASE's,

,

: arguments. In general, TV Electric's additional responses are provided only
as= necessary to respond to matters raised for the first time in the CASE
Report, and where applicable, the additional response will consist of a {i
reference to the TU Electric positions summarized in the body of this letter. {

| TU~ Electric: positions concerning the issues that control a decision on CASE's,

Request for Action are summarized as follows:

I("
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1.. TV Electric's Action Plan Relatina to Scalina Calculations is )
Adeauate - j

After two hundred-two pages of text, the CASE Report comes to grips
with the issue which ultimately controls the subject dispute. On.page ,

202, the CASE Report concedes that CASE generally agrees with the TV !
Electric Action Plan (Enclosure 1) to address the issues relating to i

scaling. calculations identified by Mr. Bodiford, CASE, and the TV
Electric TAP auditors. Figure 2 of the CASE Report provides a point-

.

by-point-comparison of the TV Electric Action Plan and the '

corresponding CASE assessment, and shows that there is agreement'upon j

all but a few relatively minor points. Attachment 2 hereto provides_a
point-by-point-comparison for only those remaining Action Plan elements
where there is not complete' agreement, and provides the basis for TU ,

Electric's final _ position on each such element of disagreement. On the #

basis of Attachment 2, it is apparent that the remaining disagreements'

,

'
are insignificant, that the Action Plan is technically sufficient, and
that no further action by either TV Electric or NRC is warranted.

'

Accordingly, to the extent that the CASE Request for Action could be
construed to require actions for scaling calculations beyond those

|
"

already identified by TV Electric in the Action Plan and Attachment 2. ,

the Request for Action should be denied.

| 2. TU Electric's Safety Related Scalina Calculations are Technically

| Adeauate -
, ,

As TV Electric was proceeding to complete its scaling calculations,
numerous-audits and reviews, including the most recent TAP audit
(Enclosure-3) which is central to the subject dispute, have indicated

j that the safety-related scaling calculations have been technically

p adequate and that any deficiencies identified have had no impact on
' field conditions.1

ICASE indicates that the Hot functional Tests disclosed evidence of
deficient conditions in scaling calculations (CASE Report, page 150). CASE

'

has provided no specific evidence in the Report. TV Electric's own review of
HFT results revealed no deficiencies attributable to the scaling calculation -

program. CASE informally provided to one of the TAP auditors two examples
which allegedly support this concern. One example is, in fact, the result of

E an error in one of the scaling calculation input documents for a non-safety
related scaling calculation, and not a deficiency in the scaling calculation
itself. The other reflects a change in test procedure acceptance value i

,

L tolerances based on hardware accuracies which are reiterated in one of the |
appendices to the Scaling Calculations Manual. Neither instance represents a

'

i

'

deficiency which is attributable to the scaling calculation program.

|

L

!
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CASE attempts to avoid this fact by arguing that the real "end product" f
is the safety-related calculations, and not the field conditions (see 1
e.g., CASE Report. Page 3, Para. 2; page 174). From this CASE -l_

evidently infers that the existence of deficiencies in the I
documentation underlying the calculations necessarily means that.the
end product (the calculation) is deficient. CASE even implies that the
technically qualified and oriented auditors, such as the TAP auditors, ;

may not be as cognizant of " quality" as other QA auditors (CASE Report,
'

Page 184). These efforts to denigrate the technical results achieved
in TU- Electric's scaling calculation efforts cannot be credited. The
field condition is the ultimate end product and its quality must be
measured in terms of its capability to fulfill its intended safety

.

function. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B enunciates the ultimate test of a <
'

0A program by reference to the field condition:-namely, "[a]s used in
this appendix, ' quality assurance * comprises all those planned and
systematic' actions necessary to provide adequate confidence that a
structure. system or component will perform satisfactorily in service."
In addition, the previous results of TU Electric's audits and reviews,
coupled with the results from the Action' Plan to date, provide
overwhelming evidence as to the. technical adequacy of the safety-
related calculations. Expressed in other words. none of the
deficiencies was safety significant within the meaning of 10 CFR Part
50, Appendix 8. That is, the documentation deficiencies were such that
even if they were left uncorrected, none would have adversely impacted

'the capability of the safety-related systems and components to perform
their intended safety functions. While TAP verification of
implementation of corrective actions identified in the Action Plan and
in the TAP audit is not yet complete, prior to closure of the TAP audit ,

findings TAP will confirm these corrective-actions have been
effectively implemented. TV Electric submits that its safety-related
-scaling calculations are technically adequate and that no further NRC
action is warranted. Accordingly, to the extent that the CASE Request
for Action seeks some undefined relief relating to technical adequacy,

"it should be denied.

3. TV Electric's Actions Addressino Scalino Calculations are Timely -

CASE's Report repeatedly asserts that TV Electric's actions addressing ,

scaling calculations were not timely. CASE's misconception on this
point is grounded on a fundamental error in logic. This is most .i
obvious from CASE's statement that "[i]t is unclear why TU Electric :
would consider ' defining a task that had to be completed prior to fuel
load' appropriate, rather than obtaining prompt action to a problem" [
(CASE Report, Page 176). TV Electric has committed to assure that its
safety-related scaling calculations and associated documentation are
adequate before fuel load, and that it will do so for non-safety
related scaling calculations prior to exceeding 5% power. Indeed, an
examination of Figure 2 to CASE's Report indicates that CASE agreesi

| with this schedule for action. Scaling calculations could not be
L completed until near the end of the Corrective Action Program (CAP)

because key input information, such as setpoint calculations, was not
finalized and available until the system design validation was

. _ . _ . _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ - _ _ _
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completed. This'is typical of the normal design process and
corresponds:to the normal-construction'and pre-operational testing ,c

'
completion' cycle. There is no viable. technical or legal reason why the

'

safety-related scaling calculation actions need to be con.pleted any
earlier than fuel load. Indeed, taken at. face value, CASE's argument :
says that all problems must be' fixed as soon as possible, irrespective - '

of safety significance, resource constraints, or any other factors that-
are normal parts of the accepted management process-of setting- .

,

priorities. CASE's argument is reduced to a "first-come, first-served"
priority system that is incompatib'le with sound management and
regulation of nuclear power plant design, construction, and operation.
TU Electric submits that it has exercised its discretion to set the
right priority for completion of its scaling calculations, and no
further TV Electric or NRC action is warranted in this regard.
Accordingly, to the extent that the CASE Request for Action somehow
seeks to require more prompt. action, it should be denied.

4. TU Electric Proper 1v Assessed the Proorammatic ImDlications of'its

Scalino Calculations Findinos -

CASE repeatedly asserts that TU Electric has failed to assess
adequately the programmatic implications of its scaling calculation

j findings. TU-Electric disagrees. The best and most complete' summary
of TV Electric's position can be found in the following quoted language'

l from Enclosure 2, which is TU. Electric's previous response to CASE's
request for a Stop Work Order:

i
"We agree: that the majority of the items discussed

above were known to TU Electric and SWEC in late 1987.,.

| We also agree that some of the items are not complete
as of this date. However, in general, we are of the
view that the project was responsive in addressing the
items. In regard to CASE's contention that the recent
TAP audit verified that-programmatic deficiencies
indicated in TU Electric-Letter NE-19097, dated May
10, 1988, were . . . *not even addressed . . . much-
less corrected,' that statement is simply not

,

L correct. While the TAP audit was not structured to
j. address the issues raised in the referenced

TU Electric letter, the audit coincidentally confirmed
partial or complete implementation of most of the
actions directed by CPE, and only resulted in three
minor findings that directly correspond to NE-19097.

,' Additionally, the review effort described in Item 1)
'

above indicates that most of these actions were
properly tracked and addressed.2 We acknowledge that

|
1

2
|. This expectation has been realized. The results of the CAR

|
resolution are summarized in TV Electric's Comments regarding CASE Item 1.10,
Attachment 1.

!

L
L

.
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in two instances (i.e., NCB and NCH issues) the W
' thoroughness and effectiveness of the followup to ]
:these items has not been entirely satisfactory. )
Although the impact of these particular items appears
to not be significant, a Corrective Action Request was
conservatively 11ssued by the Director, Quality i
Assurance on October 6, 1989, to fully address these I

instances., Due to the extensive measures undertaken )
to validate'the.CPSES design,_we do not expect 1

resolution of the CAR to reveal'significant -|
programmatic, design or hardware issues that have not- |

been previously. addressed. We do not agree with !

CASE's, contention that Audit ATP-89-146S ''. . . . I
.

verified the repeated failure of the scaling
calculation / documentation review program to-

perform adequately and fulfill-its intended purpose.'
While the TAP audit identified a number of generally- 1

' isolated findings, they do not impact on the'
acceptability of the CPSES scaling calculation effort.

| The-nature and substance of the. audit findings

i identified are not considered unusual given the scope
and depth.of.the audit effort. The auditors were able ;

in each instance to trace and verify the sources of
input data and, further, verified the actual input
values used in the calculations were correct. The
Scaling Calculations Action Plan which was forwarded '

to CASE with TV Electric's letter of September 25,
1989, will assure that all inputs used in the scaling
calculation effort are identified:; reviewed for-

,

applicability: updated, as appropriate: and a
traceable link established to each calculation. These
actions will ensure that documentation-related ,

shortcomings associated with the scaling
calculation effort are fully and effectively corrected.

In summary, the results of TAP audits and
surveillances, as well as other management reviews
undertaken to address the scaling calculation effort,
indicate adequate programmatic control and
satisf actory technical products. Although -the need
for improvements is indicated, the collective results of
our review of the issues set forth by CASE cannot, in
any reasonable fashion, be accurately characterized as
a programmatic breakdown necessitating the issuance of
a stop work order. We strongly disagree that the
evidence meets the provisions of Paragraph 6.1.5 of
our stop work procedure (NE0 3.25) or any other
provision of that document." (Enclosure 2, pages 15 - 16)
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Three additional points deserve emphasis. First, although improvements
were needed in the specific referencing of calculation inputs and 1

guidelines for calculation preparation, as explained in item 2 above,
the safety-related calculations are technically adequate. Reviews
conducted pursuant to-the scaling calculation Action Plan have
confirmed this point. Consequently, the' programmatic implications
associated with those improvements did not cause-safety-significant
concerns in the calculations.- Second, even if.the deficiencies had
escaped detection, it is highly likely that any effect on plant
performance'or function would have been disclosed in plant instrument
calibration and testing. Third, CASE's attempts at establishing a
basis for violations of 13 of the 1810 CFR Part 50,: Appendix B |

..
criteria are simply not reasonable. TO Electric's analyses, as-

documented in Enclosure 2 and Enclosure 3 indicate several violations
of Criterion III and Criterion V, but no widespread pattern and no
basis for concluding that a programmatic breakdown exists.
Accordingly, to the extent that CASE's Request for Action seeks'to
require further action to address the programmatic implications of the
scaling issues, it should be denied.

5. TV Electric ProDerly Declined CASE's Reauests for a' StoD Work Order -

L
Partway through the TAP audit CASE strenuously urged TV Electric's

|- Director of 0A to issue a Stop Work Order (SWO) on scaling
. .

.;
calculations. TU Electric's Director of 0A~ declined to do so for the' '

<

reasons summarized in Enclosure 2, page 16. TV Electric maintains that *

the decision of the Director of 0A was correct and constituted a proper- ;

exercise of management discretion under the circumstances. 'Now CASE
,

- attacks this decision by labeling it " political" based on two argumentso

l' that are little more than name calling. First, CASE argues that
; because TU Electric had " unofficially stopped" work on scaling

,

calculations, its refusal to issue a SWO was evidence of " political"
decision-making. On the contrary, if TV Electric were politically
motivated it would have issued a SWO. This would have avoided a
controversy with CASE and would have cost nothing since there were
limited scaling calculation activities underway at that time. TV

|. Electric's Director of OA, however, eschewed the easy political
solution and made the tough decision based upon his firm conviction

| that a SW0 was not warranted under the circumstances. Second, CASE
I argues that TV Electric declined to issue a SWO because that action

would have initiated a CAR, and in turn, the CAR would have triggered a
10 CFR 50.55(e) reportability review. Consequently, CASE claims, TU

i

L Electric's real motive was to circumvent 10 CFR 50.55(e). TU Electric
,. submits that CASE's argument is simply incredible. It is difficult to

( conceive of how or why TV Electric would want to circumvent 50.55(e)
reporting, when the issues relating to scaling calculations were so"

visible at CPSES, and obviously no secret to the NRC. In any event,
the scaling calculation audit did not identify any safety significant

..

'' v _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-
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deficiencies'that would have required a review for reportability. TU'
. Electric made its decision not to issue-a SWO on valid technical
grounds and has hidden no part of that decision from CASE or the NRC.
TV Electric stands by that decision, and submits that no further action
by.TV Electric or NRC is warranted. Accordingly, to the extent that
CASE's Request for Action somehow seeks to compel the issuance of a SWO
by TU Electric, it should be denied.

6. TV' Electric's Good Faith Efforts to Investicate Possible Manaaement and-
Intimidation A11eaations Have Been ImDaired by Mr. Bodiford's

Inactions -

CASE alleges that TV Electric did not undertake a thorough
investigation of Mr. Bodiford's allegations that an intimidating
atmosphere prevailed while he was working at CPSES on scaling
calculations. (CASE Report, pages 194 - 198). Moreover, CASE asserts
that Mr. Bodiford was never interviewed by TU Electric concerning his
perceptions on this point (CASE Report, pages 195. 198).3 TU
' Electric submits that the CASE Report does not accurately represent the
relevant facts. In response to Mr. Bodiford's May, 1988 SAFETEAM
concerns, Mr. Bodiford's employer investigated his allegations of
intimidation and determined'that those allegations'were not
substentiated. Subsequently, TU Electric committed to CASE Management
that it would exercise good faith efforts to investigate Mr. Bodiford's
intimidation concerns and take such-action as may be appropriate. TV
Electric's Corporate Security Department did interview Mr. Bodiford in
Ft. Worth, Texas on June 17, 1989. Efforts to fully complete the
investigation have been impaired because Mr. Bodiford has refused to
sign a release for his personnel records retained by his former
employer, and to sign a corrected copy of the release pursuant to which
he has already. accepted a settlement payment from his former employer
to resolve his previous Section 210 claim. Despite repeated attempts
by TV Electric, through CASE's counsel, to obtain Mr. Bodiford's
cooperation on meeting these prerequisites. Mr. Bodiford has not signed
the releases. In spite of this. TU Electric intends to proceed as best

L .it reasonably can with an investigation without the relevant personnel-
| records. Unless releases for the previous settlement and the personnel
'

records are signed TV Electric will be unable to provide the
L investigation-results to Mr. Bodiford or CASE. In any event.

TV Electric's investigation has thus far disclosed that the individual
named by Mr. Bodiford as responsible for intimidation during
Mr. Bodiford's ter.ure at CPSES is no longer at CPSES. Consequently.
TU Electric has no basis to believe that, on the basis of
Mr. Bodiford's intimidation allegations, there is currently an
atmosphere of intimidation at CPSES. CASE's vague references (e.g.
CASE Report, page 195) to other instances of intimidation at CPSES are
either so non-specific as to make responding impossible or covered by

3 astly, CASE argues that the intimidating atmosphere must exist orL

it would not have taken two years to respond to and correct Mr. Bodiford's
| concerns (CASE Report, page 198). As inidicated in item 3 above, TV

,.
Electric's actions to address scaling calculations were timely.

|

|

.__. _ ____-________ -._____ - _____ _ ______
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another dispute (1'.e. THERM 0 LAG). TV Electric submits that it has
taken all.of the action that-it can take, and that there is no action'

the NRC can or should take in regard to this matter. Accordingly, in
regard to intimidation issues, the Request for Action should be denied.

7. NRC Should Deny the Reauest for Action -
]
:

The subject Request for Action does not present any-issues' that are- i

genuinely necessary for the NRC to decide in connection with this
dispute. To the extent that TV Electric's TAP audit'and this dispute'
identified violations of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, it will be
incumbent on the NRC to exercise its enforcement discretion and
authority if, and when, it sees fit. The Joint Stipulation does not

.

change the NRC staff's decision-makinv processes, and places NRC under
no obligation whatsoever in regard to enforcement decisions. As for
CASE's persistent. suggestions of linkage between this dispute and
CASE's root cause concerns, the concerns are now only a potential *

dispute between TU Electric and CASE which will in due course be
resolved or elevated to a dispute on their own merits. Certainly the
scaling calculations' dispute does not necessitate an NRC decision on
the potential root cause dispute. As for CASE's implied relationship
of this dispute to the Service Water System and Auxiliary Feedwater

I System enforcement matters, TV Electric submits that those enforcement

|' matters have been fully addressed by TV Electric's previous. written
|- submissions and presentations, are matters solely for NRC's enforcement

discretion, and are simply unrelated to the scaling calculations
dispute. TV Electric submits that the scaling calculation issues and
their underlying causes have been thoroughly identified and that the ;

Action Plan has defined the actions necessary to resolve those issues,
including programmatic issues. There is simply no decision for NRC to
make on the subject dispute. Accordingly, CASE's Request for Action
should be denied.

| Very truly yours,

' W. G. Counsil
Vice Chairman

.WGC:1mi-

|
1'

|

|

|

l

-
- - _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ - _
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Attachment:1' - Matrix of CASE ' Concerns and TV Electric Documented Positions
Attachment 2 - Action' Plan Disagreement Table
Attachment' 3 - Status of Completion of Action Plan
Enclosure 1 - September 25, 1989 letter, from W. G. Counsil to J. Ellis

transmitting Scaling Calculations Action. Plan
Enclosure 2 - October. 12, 1989 letter LIT-89/571,- from W. G. Counsil to

J. Ellis transmitting Evaluation of CASE Position Regarding Need
for Scaling Calculation Program-Stop Work Order :

'' Enclosure 3 - TU- Electric OA Technical Audit Report, ATP-89-1465, Scaling ;

Calculations
Enclosure 4 - November 17, 1989 memorandum NE-28,245 from C. B. Hogg to

D. E, Ranstrom, Response to TV Electric OA Audit Report
ATP-89-146S

h
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TU E12CTRIC DOCUDENTED POSITIONS q

fi - .
_ .

CASE ITEM CASE ITEM- . REFERENCE FOR TU ELECTRIC - TU ELECTRIC AICITIDIEL CateSNTS - ;+
<

'
PAGE REF. DOCUtsHrRD Po8ITION.

1.1 006 TO 004 ENCL.' 2 .-

(PAGES 2 TO 5,15 PARAGRAPE 4,

16)~
r

- 1. 2 000 TO 009. . ENCL. 2
(PAGES 2 70 5, 15 PARAGRAPR 4,' .

16) ,

'1,31 00e TO 01'O ENCL. '2

(PAGEs 2 70 5, 15 PARAGRAPE 4,.
*

l. 16)
(

. 1. 4 - 010 TO 011 ENCL. 2

(PAGEs 2 TO 5,15 PARAGRAPH 4,
I16) .'

~ 1. 5 - 011 TO 012 ENCL 2 i

(PAGE8 2 TO 5,15 PARAGRAPH 4,

16). J

>, ,
' .1.5.1 012 TO 012 ENCL. 2 COVER LETTER

(PAGES 2 TO 5,15 PARAGRAPH 4, ITEMB 1, 3, 4 4

16)

k

p 1,5.2 013 TO 015 ENCL. 2.

| (PAGE8 2 TO 5,15 PARAGRAPH 4,

f 16)
1-

1.5.3 015 TO 016 - ENCL. 2 THE ITiM CITED BY CASE IS AN EXAMPLE OF AN ;

(PAGE 2 PARAGRAPH 5 TO ACTIVITY WITRIN THE SCOPE OF THE AUDITS NOT OF AN

j PAGE 3 PARAGRAPH 1, ACTIVITY OUTsIDE OF THE AUDIT SCOPE.

! PAGE 5 30teGmY PARAGRAPH)

( -| ENCL. 3 ATTRIStffE 7a OF THE AUDIT CHECKLIST ONLY REQUIRES

(PAGES 3 TO 6, 39 ITEM 7a) THE REVIEW OF THOSE INDs AFFECTING THE 8CALING

CALCUIATION SEING AUDITED.

4

1.5.4 016 TO 016 RNCL. 2

(PAGEs 2 TO 5, 15 PARAGRAPM 4,

16)

|-
|
|

|

|-.

|
|

.
'
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MTRIX OF CASE CONCERNS

Ale

TU ELECTRIC DOCU M NTED POSITIONS
,

'' CASE ITEM CASE ITEM' - REFERENCE FOR TU ELECTRIC TU ELECTRIC ADDITIONkL COTS 4ENTS r

PAGE REF. EAm .w POSITION

1.5.5 018 TO 020- ENCL. 2 " COVER LETTER
'

- (PAGES 2 TO 9,11 ITS4 3, ITEM 2, 3, a 4

12 IIBM 10)

' '

1. 5. 6 - 020 TO 022 BNCL. 2 THE SCOPE OF TAP AUDIT ATP-39-1468, WHICH WAS ,

* ' (PAGE 2 TO 8,15 PARAGRAPH 4, DEVELOPED WITH CASE INPUT AIO CONCURRENCE, IS

16) ' DELINEATED IN TEE APPROVED AUDIT PLAN. THE SCOPE,

AS REFLECTED IN THE APPROYED AUDIT PIAN, MAS

Il@LEENTED IN ITS ENTIRETY WITHOUT RESTRICTICH OR

LIMIT.
>

1.5.7 . 022 TO 023 ENCL. 1 - THE RESULTS OF TU ELECTRIC'S EVALtRTION OF THE

(C00fLL"fB DOCUBSNT) " AGGREGATE ISSUBS" REIATING TO SCALING

ENCL. 3 CALCUIATIONS ARE ADDRESSED BY A CCDSINATION OF THE -
'

(CG@LETE DOCUISNT) SCALING CALCU!ATION ACTION PIAN AIO TAP AUDIT,

|' ATP-39-1468.

'1.6 024 TO 030 BNCL. 2. COVER LETTER

(PAGES 2 TO 5,15 PARAGRAPH 4, ITENs 1, 3, a 4

. 16)
|

|~
E 1.6.3a 027 TO 027 BNCL. 1 CONTRARY TO CASE'S CONTENTION, TAP AUDIT

,( (PAGE 3, ITEMS 1 6 2) ATP-St-1468 NEITHER STATED, Il@ LIED, NOR OTHEIEf!SE

SUGGESTED THAT THE REFERENCED DESIGN DOCUBSNTS
t

j (I.E. , DED-EE-032, WCAP-9696 AND SUPPIAMNT, AND

| CPSES SCALING CALCUIATICDIS ENUAL) WERE EITHER

IlekDSQUATE OR UNCONTROLLED, OR THAT THE IleACTS OF

| RELTING OH OR USE OF THESE DOCUMENTS ARE
L

IICETERMINkTE. THE CASE STATEMENTS IN THESE

REGARDS ARE INCORRECT. IN REGARDS TO DED-BE-032,>

SPECIFICALLY, THIS REFERENCE DOCUDENT DID NOT

ColffAIN DESIGN BASIS INFORMATION WHICH Mk3 NOT

ALREADY INCLUDED IN OTHER DESIGN BASIS DOCURENTS.

THE BALANCE OF PLANT ANALOG CONTROL LOOPS DESIGN

BASIS REQUIRE 88 HTS ARE CONTAINED IN VARIOUS

MECHANICAL SYSTEM DESIGN BASIS DOCUDENTS. THE

REMAINING INF0pmTION CONTAINED IN DED-EE-032 WAS

DESIGN IMPLEMENTATION INFORMTION OR MTHODOLOGY

UTILIEED IN THE PREPARATION OF INSTRUMNT LOOP

SCALING CALCUIATICHS. THE APPLICABLE SECTIONS OF

DESIGN BASIS DOCUM NT DED-EE-032 WEP2 INCOPPORATED

IN REVISICH 2 OF THE SCALING CALCULATIONS MANUAL.

THE DED WAS Ti!IREFORE NOT REQUIRED.

I
1

. - _ _ _.
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l&TRIE OF CASE COIGCERN4
c .i

s,

TU BISCTRIC DOCLASNFED POSITIONS

CASE ITEM. CASE ITEM . REFERENCE FOR TU RISCTRIC ' TU ELBCTRIC ADDITIotRL C000SNTS

- PAGE REF. DOCUBSNTED POSITION

:

,

'
1.6.3b 027 TO 027 BNCL. 1 COVER LETTER

(PAGE 3, ITEM 1, 3) ITEMS 1 4 2>

BNCL. 2

(PAGE 6, PART C) REFBR TO C000SNT FOR CASE ITEM 1.6.3a.
' ENCL. 3,

_ PAGE 6 FARAGRAPN 3,_(

"NESTINGIROUSB DOCUBSNFS...')

1

1

i
..

'1.6.3a 027 TO 027 BHCL. 1 COVER LETTER- 3
r-

(PAGE 3, ITEM 1) ITEMS 1 4 2' - 1 j
ENCL. 2

(PAGE 7, ITEM 4) REPER TO C000SNT FOR CASE ITEM 1.6.3a
'

i

j
s

'1

I !
|

i
1:

147. 030 TO 062 COVER LETTER

ITEMS 1, 2, 3, a 4- ;p:

|- THE CASE STATEH1NT THAT THE TAP AUDIT ". . . VERIFIED - ;

i

| THAT SCALING CP.LCULATIONS, NCE DEVELOPED, ARE NOT ,i

REVIENED AGAIN, EVEN NMEN J DCA ACTIVITY TARES 'I
i
'PIACE" IS INCORRECT, THIS SUBJECT NkS NOT

| - -- ADDRESSED DURING THE REFERENCED AUDIT. l

-.

j' THE TAP AtTpITS AND TU ENGINEERING SURVIILIANCE .i'

l AUDITS REIATING TO SCALING CAICULATIONS NERE
''

STRUCTURED AND INTEICED TO ASSESS THE

ACCEPTABILITT OF THE SCALING CALCULATIONS ON A

PROGIUWORTIC BASIS AND NERE NOT INTENDED TO AUDIT

OR TRACK THE STATUS OF Th8 ACTION 1T5685 ADDRESSED

IN THE DRY 10, 1988 MEMORANDUM ALTHOUGH NOT

ADDRESSING THESE SPECIFIC ACTION ITEMS, IT IS TU

ELECTRIC'S CONCLUSION THAT THE TkP AUDITS AIO

ENGINEERING SURVEILLANCES DEMONSTPATE THE OVEPALL

ACCEPTABILITT OF THE SCALING CALCULATION PROGPAM,

AS NELL AS THE TECHNICAL ADEQUACY OF THE SCALING

l CALCUIATIONS THEMSELVES.
1

L
.
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Stkashment 1 to TEN-09850 J
<

Pepe'4 of 10'8

NkTRIX OF Cast CONCERNS

A@

TU BIACTRJC DOC 005NTED POSITIOMB

~ Cast IIEN CASE ITEN REFERENCE FOR TU RIACTRIC TU ELECTRIC ADDITIODOLL ColeSNTS
i PAGE RAF. DoctBSNFED POSITION g

1.0 063 TO 0$$ ENCL. 2 COVER LETTER
'

(PAGE8 2 TO 5, ITEMS 1, 2, 3, a 4 (
!13 PARAGRAPR 4, 16)

TU BLBCTRIC ACENONLsDess THAT 1100 of THE

CALCUIATIONS REVIENED IN AUDIT ATP-09-1464 WBREs

ADDRESSED IN AN RARLIBR TAP AUDIT. THE VERSION

(I.B., REVISION LEVEL) 0F Ott OF THE CA14ULATIONS<

(NO. 1 9C-55-20) REFLBCTBD SIGNIFICANT
CONFIGURATION CHANGES AGAINST WHICH AUDIT FINDINGS.

(DEFICIENCIES) WBRB REPORTED IN ATP-89-1468. THE
SABE SYSTB4 CONFIGURATION DID NOT EXIFT IN THE

4BARLIBR AUDITED VERSION. TMB OTNER CC4040N

CALCUIATION (No.1-8C.37-18) WAS FOUDO IN TMB -
LATER AUDIT TO CONTAIN DISCREPANCIES IN PRON

CONTROL A2 TDeR CONFIGURATION. TMB88 FINDINGS

DID NOT IWACT TMS ACCEPTABILITY OF THE INSTALLED

HARDWARE.

x

r- THE CASE STATENENT THAT WESTINGMOUSE INSTRUCTION
. , . 7

J.;\ k BULLETINS WBRE. ." VERIFIED TD DE DSFICIENT IN
q,.bi ATP-09-1468" IS INCORDBCT. THE WESTINGNOUSE i

Doct4SNTS CITED BY CASE WERE NOT EVALUkTBD IN THE

a ,3 .
REFERENCED AUDIT.

,

- 1s

,

| 1.9 (1 OF S) 069 TO 92 ENCL. 1 COVER LETTER
1

(CC34PLETB DOCUtENT) ITRIS 1 4 4

ENCL. 2

(PAGES 2 TO 5)

ENCL. 3

l' (PAGES 2 TO 6)
!

1.9 (2 0F 5) 092 TO 098 COVER LETTER

ITEMS 1 & 4
.-

1..

l: 1.9 (3 0F 5) 098 TO 100 RNCL. 1 COVER LETTER

(COMPLETE DOCURSNT) ITEMS 1 5 4

1.9 (4 0F 3) 100 TO 103 ENCL. 1 COVER LETTER

1

I'
t

~

1, . _
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i.' Attesteemt 1 to TER-09050
-

t-

$ Page 8.of 10.-
b '

. MkTRIE OF CASE CONCERNS- ,

,. + ano.

TU SLECTRIC DOCUDSNFBD POSITIONS

e CASS ITEN CASE ITEN- IIBfSRENCE FOR TU E14CTRIC ' TU ELBCTRIC ADDITIDHkL COBOWff8
l.
'' 'PAGE REF. Doct2SNTED POSIT 30N

,

I'

(PAGE 4,' ITEN 7) 21905 1, 3, a 4

ENCL. 2 .
''

(PAGES 4 TO 5)
- WICL. 3 '

(PAGE 37)

>

.1.9 (5 0F 8)- 103 TO 104 COVER LBTTBR
* ~

ITEMS 1 a 4

CAR-09-016 ADDRESSES TMSSE CONCBRNS.
'

>

1.10 - 105 TO 107 : SNCL. * *

(PAGBS 2 TO 5,15 PARAGRArn 4,

16)

5

?

2.1 (10F 4) , 100 TO 113 ENCL. 1 COVER LETTBR

(PAGE 6, PARAGRAPHS 3 e 4) ITage 1 a 3

ENCL. 2 i

|. (PAGES 5 TO 6, ITEN 2a) TU 34uRGEBSNr IS RESEAMINING THE PROCED'3RAL ;

, REQUIRSBSNTS FOR INCORPORATION OF CHANGE DOCUIENTS -
I TO INDs BASED ON OPERATIONkL ISEDS.

' 2.1 (2 0F. 4) 113 TO 1149 ENCL. 1 COVER LETTER

(PAGE 3, ITEN 3) ITEMB 1, 3, a 4 |

|

l'
2.1 (3 of 4) lies TO 115 ENCL. 1 COVER LETTER

(PAGE 3, ITRHB 1 a 3) ITENs 1, 3, a 4

-SNCL. 2

(PAGES 6 a 7, PART c)

ENCL. 3

(PAGES 6, 41)

|.
s

2.1 (4 or 4) 115 TO 116 ENCL. 1 COVER LETTER

(PAGE 3, ! TEND 1 a 3) ITEMS 1, 2, 3, a 4 |

ENCL. 2 |
(PAGES 6 & 7, PART c)

Ii

y
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)At'eelement 1 4.o TMX-SDSSOt

p Pope 6 of to - }

MkTRIK OF CASS CONCERN 8 ' r

*
.

W BIACTRIC DOCLSSNTED POSITIONS

--CASE Itk'* a tt ITEM REFRPLeCE t'R W BIACTRIC - TU ELECTRIC ADDITIONAL COD 94ENTS ,

' PAGE REF. DOCUBSNTED POSITION

!
>

I
2.1 8ttethRY 116 TO 123 ENCL. 1 COVER LETTER

'

!
- (COMPLETR DOCUBSNT) ItsMs 1, 2, 3, a 4

BNCL. 2

(PAess 5 TO 10,12 a 13, REFER TO CASE ITEM 1.6.3e FOR CGASNTS PEREAINING

'- ' - -' 15 a 16; A380CIAt3D ITEMS 2 TO 5, TO DSD-55-032.

10 6 CONCLUSION, RESPECTIVELY)
st

-t. BNCL. 3

(PAQus 2 TO 6) <

- i

2.2 123 TO 125 ' BNCL. 2 REFER TO CASE ITEM 1.6.3e FOR CC30SNTS PERTAINING ~

(PAGas 7 4 8, ITEMS 3 6 4) TO DED-BB-032.

<

' 2. 3 125 TO 129 SNCL. 2 ,

(PAGE 7, ITEM 3)

BHCL. 3
;

(PAGE 4, IAsT PARAGRAPH)

'JNCL c 4

(PA458 4 a 5, DEFICIENCY

09-1468-02)

2.4 129 TO 132 BNCL. 2 REFER TO CASE ITEM 1.6.3a FOR CC30SNTS PERTAINING

(PAGES 7 8 8, ITEM 4) TO DSD-BE-032.

'RNCL. 4

(PA458 4 4 5, DEFICIENCY

09-1468-02)

}/

2.5 (1 0F 6) 132 TO 133 .SNCL. 2 COVER LETTER

(FAGE 7, ITEM 4a) ITEM 4
-.t

~ 2.5 (2 0F 6) 133 TO 136 BNCL. 2 REFER TO CASE ITEM 1.6.3e FOR ColeSHTS PERTAINING

(PAGE 0, ITEM eb) TO DSD-EE-032.

2.5 (3 0F 6) 136 TO 137 RNCL. 2
" (PAGE 0, ITEM 4c)

2.5 (4 0F 6) 137 TO 138 ENCL. 1 REFER TO CASE ITEM 1.6.3a FOR CCD9ENTS PERTAINING

(PAGE 3, ITEMB 1 a 2) TO DSD-EE-032

ENCL. 2

(PAGE 0, ITEM 4d)

-- - -- --__-_ _-_-__ --- _ - ___-
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I' . httestament '1 to TMX-89430'

y .: ' Pepe 1 of 10
MkTRIX OF CASE CONCERN 8

M|t .

. TU ELBCTRIC DOCUBSNr3D POSITIONS

t {/ z

!Ch88 ITEM Cast 1T584.- RBFBitRNCE FOR W EIACTRIC TU ELECTRIC ADDIT 10HkL CotedBNTS
^

PAGE REF, DOCUBSNFED P081T10H

2.5 (5 or 6)- 130 TU 139 C WBR LBTTER

1T5845 1, 3, a 4 |
.

p

2.5 (6 Or 6). 139 TO 140 COVER LETTBR
! ITimes 1, 3, a 4
..

2.5 sutomRY 140 TO 141 COVER LETTER .*

ITENs 1, 2, 3, a 4

L'- I2.6 (1 or 9) 147 TO 148 ENCL. 1

(PAGE 3, ITEM 1 a 3)

BNCL. 2

(PAGE 0, ITEM 5)

2 6 (2 0F 9), 140 TO 149

2.6 (3 Or 9)- 149 TU 150 ENCL. 1

(PAGE 4, ITEM 9)

RNCL. 2
'

(PAGE 9, ITEM Sa)'~n

'

'2.6 (4 0F 9) 150 TO 151 ENCL. 2 COVER LETTER

(PAGES S 4 9, ITEM 8) ITEMS 2 a 4

| 2.6 (5 0F 9) 151 TO 152'

|-

i
| 2.6 (6 0F 9) 152 TO 153 BNCL. 2 COVER LETTER

(PAGSS 9 PART A, ITEM 4

10 PARAGRAPH 5)

! 2.C (7 0F 9) 153 TO 134 RNCL 1 COVER LETTER

(PAGE 5, PARAGRAPH 4) ITES 1, 3, a 4

| BNCL. 2
- (PAGES 9 PART 9,

10 PARAGRAPH $)

I
|-

! 2.6-(8 0F 9). 154 TO 155 ENCL. 2 COVER LETTER

|J (PAGE 10 PART C a PARAGRAPH 5) ITEM 4.

| ENCL. 4

| (PAGE 10 DEPICIENCY

89-146s-04)

L
t

i.

,

!-
,

_ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
,
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' Atteatmeent 1 40'T55-09080? 64

; Peyo 8 of 10 0 5f,

MLTRIX OF CASE CONCSBNS

ABC |
t

' TU BIACTRIC DOCtDSNTED POSITIONS

[ . ,\ CASE ITEN + . CASE ITEM- . RRrBRBMCt FOR TV BIACTRIC TU BLSCTRIC ADDITIONkL CODGSNTS
'

'
.PAGE RBr. DoctmetrPED Po#1 TION i

2.6 '(9'Or 9)I ~ 155 TO 156 .. .SNCL. 1 COVER Lt!TER

(PAGE 8, PARAGRAPH 4) . ITEM 4
>

10 PART D a PARAGRAPM 5) .

. .

(PAGES 15, DBFICIENCY
,,

49-1468-09)

-

2.6 80DesRY 156 TO 161 ~ ENCL. 1 COVER LETTER

(PAGE 4, ITEN 4) ITEDW 1, 3, a 4

BNCL. 2 . 3

(PAGE.18 TO 10, ITIJE S)i

'
, "BNCL. 4

(Pacts 10 DBf!CIENCY |

89-1465-04, 15 DEFICIENCY .

89-146s-09)

!

i

;, ; 2.7 (1 or 2) 161'TO 164 RNCL. 1 COVER LETTER-

(PAGE 3, ITSH 3) ITEMB 1, 2, 3, a 4

RNCL. 2
#

(PAGE811 ITEM 6,

16 PARAQBAPH 3)

I.. 2.7 (2 or 2) 164 TO 167 sNCL. 1 - COVER LETTER
,

L (PAGE 4, ITEMS 4, 5, a 6) ITuMs 1, 2, 3, a 4

RNCL. 2

(PAGE811 ITEM 7,

16 PARAGRAPE 3)
_

),

( .-
.

l'
(-- 2.8 167 TO 172 ENCL. 1 COVER LETTER

t (PAGE 4, ITEM 5) ITEMS 1, 2, 3, a 4
'

ENCL 2

(PAGES 11412 ITEM 6,

16 PARAGRAPH 3)

;

!I 2.9 172 TO 173 ENCL. 2 COVER LETTER

(PAGE 12, ITEM 9) ITEM 4

. 2.10 (1 0F 3) 173 TO 174 ENCL. 2 COVER LETTER
i :.,

(PAGES 12 a 13 ITEM 10, ITEM 4'

I; *

L.
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{-I ' Attestament 1 to TIM-89tSO
h.:
'

= Pepe 9 of 10 '- ,s

'
M TRIM OF CASE CONCSDNS'

'#'
; ' Aggy ;

W 514CTRIC DOCUbSNFSD POSITIONS ., i

!
;

u

L CAS: zTuM ' CA$a ITru ^ marsanNCE r0R w stacrRic To mLaCTRic AnoxT20mL Cee8eNTS,

PAGE mar. Doct2SNTED POSITION -

I;;r ,
.. N ' 15 PARAGRAPR 4, a 16)

I5
4 . .

. 114 TO 176 ENCL. 2 CWER LETTER
'

, .

2.10 (2 or 3)
y .. ; - - (PAGS8 12 ITWi 10, ITEMS 2, 3, a 4

..

''- 15 PARAGSAPN 4, a 15)

)-
,

4 2.10 (3 or 3) . 175 TO 177 ENCL. 2<

- (PAGB8 12 4 13 ITEM 10,

15 PARAGRAPH 4, a 16)

: 2.11 171 to 179 ENCL. 1 - CWBR LETTER

(Paes 3, ITsMs 1 a 3) ITEMS 1 e 2

BNCL. 2

(PAGE 13, PARAGRAPNS 2 6 3)

*

,
2.12 (1 0F 5) . 179 TO 103 BHCL. 2 CWER LETTER

(PAG 5813 4 14 'DIART ITEMB 4 4 5

DEVIEN, PAGS8 19 s 20")

.: 2.12 (2 or 5) 164 TO 184 C WER LETTER

ITEM 2

~ '

' 2.12 ;(3 or 5) 185 TO ISS ENCL. 2 CWER LETTER
|
'

(PAGa8 13 4 14 " DIARY ITEM 2

PSVIEN, PAGES 19 4 20")

|

'2.12 (4 0F 5) 185 TO 108 COVER LETTER

ITEM 4
,

| .'
|. 1

1

1e

' 2.12 (5 or 5) 188 TO 191 CWER LETTER

ITEMS 3, 5, a 7

|

| 2.13 (1 0F 2) - 191 TO 192 CWER LETTER

j '. ITEM 4
|

|. |}; 2.13 (2 or 2) 192 TO 194 BHCL. 2 CWER LETTER

|. (FAGE 14 GENERAL ITEMS 1, 2, 3, a4

CONCLUDING CC96SNT 2)i 1

|
|s

|

P

L

\ t

|
.

'

1

,.

.-. . - _ __ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ \
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|' Atteehment'l to TEX-09050 q

'

; tape 10 of 10''

mTRIK or CASE CCleCEsses -!

|b W *
L/!- TV ELECTRIC DOCLESNTED POSITIONS

l' 9;|i
|~ CASE ITEM CASE ITEM ItEFEltENCE FOR TV EIACTRIC TU ELECTRIC ADDITIomL CONS

|U PAGE REF. DoctBSNTED POSITION*

'

|

!

2.14 (10F 3) 194 TO 195 ENCL. 2 COVER LETTER

(PAGE 15, PARAGRAPE 1) ITEN 6
i

2.14 (2 0F 3) 1'95 TO 197 ENCL. 2 COVER LETTER
, . ,,

~

. (PAGE 15, PARAGRAPMS 2 4 3) ITEN 6

4

2.14' (3 0F 3) ' 197 TO 198 ENCL. 2 COVER LETTER i

(PAGE 15, PARAGRAPH 3) ITEN 6

2.15 (I 0F 3) .199 TO 200 - ENCL. 2' COVER LETTER

(PAGES 15 PADAGRAPM 4,16) ITEME 3 6 4

I

2.15 (2 0F 3) 201 TO 201 ENCL. 2 COVER LETTER

(PAGE 16, PAllAGRAPH 2) ITEMS 1, 2, 3, 4 4

2.15 (3 0F 3). 202 TO 203 ENCL. ' 2 COVER LETTER I

(PAGE 16, PARAGRAPH 3) ' ITEMS 4 5 7

.

'

THE CASE STATESNT THAT THE TAP AUDIT VERIFIED let.

BODIFORD'S CONCERN THAT SCALING CALCUIATION

8UPPOItTING DOCUISNTATION "NAs NOT DEFINED,

C0errROLLED, REFERENCED, UPDATED, AND THEREFORE,

WAS NOT AtBITAE12" Is NOT COMtECT, ALTHOUGH

FIIe!NG8 WERE MhDE REGMtDING DESIGN DoctMENT

UPDATING AND REFERENCING, THEY MERE NOT

SIGNIFICANT IN THAT THEY DID NOT DETRACT FRCH THE

ABILITY TO BFFECTIVELT PERF0ftM THE TAP AUDIT.

, _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ - _ _ - - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _
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Atteohment 2 to TXX-89550- .

. Pope:1 of 4,

ACTION PLAN DISAGREENENT TABLE I

*
.

i-
GA8E ITEN TU. ELECTRIC TU ELECTRIC

,

OUMBBR -ACTION' PLAN CASE RESPONSR CURRENT POSITION

.--------- ---------- . ------------- ----------------

I
>

3 Applicable dooumonte - second item TU R1ectrio agrees.

(including Westinghouse requires All applicable

N855 Design specifloations clarification. The input documents for

and NCAP-9595 to-the " applicable scaling

extent they are used-as documents" should calculations are

input documents) are all be identified identified,

accurate, acceptable for and should include including N888

use, and controlled N858 spesification specification
'

through CP858 Document sheets. sheets.

Control. System.
s

the fourth item TU Electrio does3 1-SC-0000 Appendia I is -

acourate and aoseptable only appears to not agree that this

for use by verifying that limit Appendiz "1" effort is warranted
'

no changes have occurred to just for non-safety

in-safety-related head "satety-related head related testruments-

sensitive' instrument sensitive instrument on the beels of

elevations and that the elevations". " safety". TU

elevation date are Non-safety related Blootrio knows of

oontrolled. devices should also no specific

receive the same instance where

verifications and there is any

controls. Although evidence of a

non-safety significant

components will not personnel risk

be involved in the whleh would ocour

potential release of if the elevation

radioactivity to the data for non-safety f
environment-in the related instruments
event of an were not reviewed
nooident, they can and incorporated

be a direct cause into the scaling

for personnel injury coloulations.

or death (i.e., a Where head

tank rupture). oorrectione data is
; applied to

II non-safety related

sealing

calculations it is

to address-

| instrument accuracy
| concerns only.

3 Instrumentation - the fifth item TU Electrio agrees.

specifloation dets sheets abould also include HSSS and BOP

(.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____ ______- ____-_-
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Attachment ~ 2'of-TER-09050
. Pege-2 of 4

.

ACTION P1AN DISAGREEMENT TABLE ]

' CASE ITEM TU ELECTRIC TU ELECTRIC

<tDNBER ACTION PLAN CASE RESPONSE ' CURRENT POSITION

! ......- __ -----.----.- .------...... .....-..........

!.
are neseptable for use and N585 specification instrument

]
oontrolled through the sheets as well as -speciftention data

CP888 Doeument Control 30P epecification sheets used in
I

system. sheets. scaling '

omloulations are

controlled through

CPSES DCC.

. S~ The WPT letters are being WPT letters were not No change from.

reviewed to assure that the only means to Action Plan.

any..that may affect transfer information Westinghouse does

scaling calculations are to CPSEs (i.e., not utilise "WH"

identified and addressed. RDP/RTD "WN" letter letters for CPSEE

Procedural control of'WPT [ Procurement)). We correspondence.

letters will continue to .egree with the Vendor 7

be maintained. stated actions to be documentation and

taken regarding WPT oorrespondence are

letters. oontrolled by CPSES

procedures.

CASE' This is.a new issue raised DBD-EE-021 and other No change from

Seggestion by CASE. These D90s are relevant DBDs should Action Plan. TU
:

(! ken (1). Westinghouse-prepared be revised to Electrio sealing
*

(b) on documents and there le no correlate math Calculation Manual-

page 2) technical reason why the transforms with (1-8C-8800)
transforms are needed in system explanations. references

the DBDs. We agree with the TU appropriate

Electrio response if documents.

( the information is

[ to be included in

the TU Ele 6tric

scaling Manumi

(sc-es00).

CASE WPTs are the only source As has been See Position on

| Suggestion of correspondence to be previously relayed CASE Item Number 8

. (Item (7) reviewed because SWEC to TU Electrio by above.

page 4) Project Procedure PP-012, Mr. Sodiford, an

"8MEC/ Westinghouse example of where WPT

Interface,* requires 'for letter did not relay.,
l

the exchange of design configuration
- information/ input or definition to TU

'

output criteria, SWEC and Electrio was

Westinghouse shall utilise RDP/RTD's. CASE

their respective requests that

correspondence procedure previous transmittel

. - - ___ - _ _ _ . _ - _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ - - _ _ . - - _ . _ - . ---
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'Atteshment'2 to TxX-89850
' Pcge. 3 of 4'

ACTION PLAN DISAGRRENENT TABLE

CASE'! TEN' TV ELECTRIC TU BLRCTRIC-
i-CUNSBR- ACTION PLAN: CASE RESPONSE CURRENT POSITION.

....- ... -------- -- ------- ==. ~~~-~~~---------

unless an alternate activities be

opproved program (e.g., reviewed to assure

DCAs, NCRs, etc.) has been up to date

establishedoto control- information is

this type of. activity." included in

Por example, PIP and shop controlled project

order updates are documentation. We

transmitted by NPTs and agree with the ;

. are processed by the -controls in place.

Vendor. Document Group in

accordance with PP-053 and

receive Engineering review

and status (e.g.,

. approved, approved with

comments, for information

only, etc.). Any

documents used as

references in the sealing

calculations which were
previously controlled only

#through the PIP are being

placed in the CPSES

Document Control System

through the Vendor

Document Program.

' CASE The DCA controls are CASE disagrees that TU Electrio ,

, Ogggestion adequate and it has been the system for management is

| (Item (8) determined that the number updating documents reezamining the

page 4) of outstanding DCAs is in to include DCA procedural

| compliance with those information does not requirements for

controls. need to be improved. IND incorporation
l- The incorporation of of change documents

DCA information may ' based on

be "in compliance" operational needs.

with procedural

j. controls, however,
I we feel it is not

adequate to control

| field use (i.e., TAP

f- preliminary Pinding

89-146-01 of

f 9/19/89).
!

|

( CASE It may not be necessary to CASE has a concern No change in Action
!

| Suggestion have all actions related that the Corrective Plan.
1

I i

|

|
|
|

|

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Attachment 2 to TKI-89850

.

Pcge 4 of 4

ACTION PLAN DISAGRWEMENT. TABLE

' CASE' ITEM. TU ELECTRIC TU ELECTRIC

-C UN D E R' ACTION PLAN CASE RESPONSE CURRENT POSITION

......... ........... ........_ ................

-(pege 5)| .to TAP audit findings Action Program being

completed prior to fuel implemented by TU

load. However, e11 of the Blootrio is not
'audit findings concerning always totally

the neceptability of effective or timely,

safety reisted The TU Blootrio

coloulations will be response to this

addressed by -. t h e item may be adequate

responsible organisation if ela defiolent*

and concurred with by the conditions are
.

QA Department prior to resolved prior: to
fuel load, fuel load.

<<

'b
>

9

|
|

|

,

|
|

*
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"' Attach ent 3 to TXX 89850
- Page 1 of I

<

. STATUS: SCALING CALCULATIONS ACTION PLAN

ITEM 1: Complete j
ITEM 2: Complete '

:

ITEM 3: Complete

ITEM 4: Complete
,

ITEM 5: -The Safety-Related Scaling Calculations have been reviewed
and reissued: however, TAP verification of corrective actions is on- ,

going.
'

ITEM 6: About 50% ofLthe Non-Safety Related Scaling Calculations have been
reviewed and reissued: however, TAP verification of corrective
actions is.on going.

ITEM 7: Complete
.

ITEM 8: Complete

ITEM 9: TAP Audit findings are in the process of resolution. TAP
verification of corrective actions is on-going.

''

i

( .-
1
,

1.

-

-

_ _ _ __ _ - - - _
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~ Enc 1couro:1:to TXX-89850 .!

' Pag 3 1 of 6 |

g = == .;
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1UELECTRIC

September 25, 1989%g
Vwe Onmmen

.Mrs. Juanita Ellis
President, CASE
1426 South Polk Street'
Dallas,_ TX 75224

Dear.Juanitat |e

As a ' result of our earlier discussions concerning actions |
that TU ' Electric is taking to address the issues related to '

scaling calculations- raised by . CASE, Mr. Bodiford and the TAP
audit, we' . provided to CASE' a draft TU Electric Action- Plan.-

-

Enclosure 2 of your letter of September 21, 1989, provided CASE's i,

comments with respect.to the draft-Action Plan-in the form of a )'

"memorandum from Mr. Thero to Ms. Garde-dated September 18, 1989.-

We have reviewed CASE's comments and have incorporated them,
to the ' extent "that we considered appropriate, in. the enclosed i-

Scaling Calculations Action Plan' dated September 25, 1989. We
.

are also - enclosing a - brief explanation of our reasons for not !

. incorporating several of CASE's suggestions.-

We consider.the enclosed Scaling calculations Action Plan as
TU Electric's final position on this matter, subject only to such

L Action Plan revisions, if any, as may be appropriate when the TAP
! -audit is completed and its results are available. Although Item

9- already . specifies that we - will resolve: specific TAP audit -
findings, 'it is possible that such findings may also involve

I possible. revisions in Items 1 to 8. We will inform you of any
I revisions in the Action Plan.
1

.
Your letter of September 21 also formally provided to us a

,

I- memorandum dated September 12, 1989 (Enclosure 1), that sets
| forth the basis of CASE's position that a stop work order should
i be issued. In meetings and telephone conversations with CASE we

'

have previously informed you of the basis for the determination
by TU Electric's QA Director that a stop work order was neither
required nor appropriate. Now that CASE's position has been

|| formally communicated to us we will provide to CASE a detailed
response within one week.

h
I

|

|
2001 Bryan Tower Delles. Texas 75201
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Mrs. Juanita Ellis
'September 25, 1989

Page.2
.

We regret that CASE has determined that "at least at this.
point, we have reached the stage of a dispute over this issue." JWe hope that the enclosed response relating to the Action Plan
and the information we will provide to you shortly regarding the
stop work order will resolve these matters between us pursuant to
paragraph B.2 of the Joint Stipulation.

1

very truly yours |

| W
. G. Counsil

|
.

WGC:LI
cc: B. P. Garde

G. Bodiford !

0. L. Thero ;

P. F..'ottney
|
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. - SCALING CALCU1ATIONS ACTION PLAN
*

h

TU' Electric will take the following actions to address issues related to scaling- )
calculations raised by CASE, G. Bodiford and the TAP Audit.

1. The TU Electric " Scaling Calculations Manual for CPSES Unit'l and 1
'

Common"1(1-SC-8800), including supplements, will be reviewed by
Engineering for acceptability and accuracy and updated to:- define its
intended scope, usage, and implementation; define the method of t

preparing' scaling. calculations; and clarify the relationship between
the Scaling Calculations Manual (1 SC 8800) and Project procedures and- i

documents related to scaling calculations and describe their use.
,

. Specific revisions will include but not be limited to:

:
Clarification of the role of applicable Westinghouse NSSS Design |

--

Specifications. .

Clarification of the role of " Westinghouse Process Control System-

Scaling Manual" (WCAP 9696) and supplements. (

Definition of source documents (by type / application) which-

contain input to scaling calculations (e.g. , PMS, drawings,
instrumentation specification data sheets, !ste.). >

,

Inclusion of guidelines for documentation of PROM logic.-

|

Inclusion of appropriate information from DBD EE 032. 1-

2. DBD-EE 032 will be deleted,

l
3. Scaling calculation input documents will be reviewed by Engineering to

,

I assure that:
'

:

PMS is acceptable for use and controlled through the CPSES-

Document Control Systaa. j.

Applicable documents (including Westinghouse NSSS-Design-

Specifications and WCAP 9696 to the extent they are used as input
documents) are accurate, acceptable for use, and controlled ,

'
through the CPSES Document Control System.

Approved Westinghouse FCNs have been addressed. i-

i,

! 1-SC-8800 Appendix I is accurate and acceptable for use by-

verifying that no changes have occurred in safety-related head
sensitive instrument elevations and that the elevation data are o

controlled.

Instrumentation specification data sheets are acceptable for use-

and controlled through the CPSES Document Control System.
|

. . ,. --. --- , . -.
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/. smanel performing, reviewing and independently checking scaling
calculations will be trained to the requirements of the revised ]
scaling Calculations Manual (15C.8800) and the Project procedures <

which control scaling' calculation preparation, review, and approval. I

The training will include emphasis en the application of the input ]
documents, including the use of applicable drawings. 1

1

5. Prior to fuel load, the safety.reisted scaling calculations will be f
reviewed by personnel trained per Item 4 above against the revised i

Scaling Calculations Manual (15C.8800) and applicable Project {
procedures, and the calculations will be revised as necessary to J

assure they are technically correct, are consistent with the results
of Item 3 above, and meet procedural requirements. " Confirmation ;

Required" will be removed from calculations as appropriate per Project )
procedures.

6. Prior to operation above 54 power, the non. safety related scaling ,

calculations will be reviewed by personnel trained per Item 4 above
against the revised Scaling Calculations Manual (1.SC.8800) and
applicable Project procedures, and the calculations will be revised as ;

necessary to assure that they are technically correct, are consistent
with the results of Itos 3 above, and meet procedural requirements.

'

"ConfirmatioA Kequired" will be removed from calculations as
appropriate per Project procedures.

7. Prior to fuel load, the seismic drift for NCH cards will be evaluated
and the results of that evaluation will be reflected in the setpoint
and loop accuracy caleviations. During the reviews described in Items
5 and 6 above, t.he use, e.nd cor. trol of NCB 1 and NCB 11 cards will be
addressed.

8. The WPT letters are being reviewed to assure that any that may affect
scaling calculations are identified and addressed. Procedural control

| of VPT letters will continue to be saintained.
.

9. Prior to fuel load, the TAP audit findings concerning the
acceptability of safety.related cealing calculations will be resolvedp in accordance with Project procedures. The remaining TAP audit
findings will be resolved prior to operation above 54 power.,

l
' ~ Calculations issued prior to completion of the activities described in Items 1,

2, 3, and 4 above will be subjected to the actions described in Items 5 and 6.
All action iteng defined above will be completed prior to fuel load except as
noted in Items 6 and 9.

. _ - . . . _ _ _ - _ . _ _ . . - -.
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_EXPIANATION OF REASONS FOR NOT INCORPORATING SOME CASE
SUGGESTIONS ON SCALING CALCULATIONS ACTION PIAN

,

,

CASE Summestion (Ites (1)(b) on name 2):

DBD EE 021 and other relevant DBCs should be revised to correlate math
transforms with system explanations.

TU Electric Reason for Not Incorporatina:
,

This is a new issue raised by CASE. These DBDs are Westinghouse prepared
documents and there is no technical reason why the transforms are needed in the
DBDs.

,

CASE Summestion (Ites (1)(d) on pano 2): .

TU Electric should control the PROM logic configuration by appending the 8800
Scaling Manual and modifying field procedures on how to ' burn in", identify and
control the installation of PROM devices. The " burn in" library and tinar !

sodule data should also be contained in appendices to the 8800 Scaling Manual. |

TU Electric Reason for Not Incorporatina:
i

TU will assure that controls of PROM logic configuration, " burn in",
identification, installation, timer module and references to the " burn in"
library will be documented. The guidelines for documentation of PROM logic will
be included in the. Scaling Calculations Manual (1 SC 8800). Tha specific ,

documents in which the details of the other PROM controls will be contained has
'

.

not been determined. This will be' determined during the resolution of the
anticipated TAP audit finding on this matter.

CASE Summestion (Itos (1)(b) on pane 2):

DBD EE 021-ohould be revised to explain the interface requirements of WCAP 9696
by referencing pertinent sections of WCAP 9696 in DBD EE 021.

TU Electric Reason for Not Incorporatina:

This is a new issue raised by CASE. The Scaling Calculations Manual (1 SC 8800) '

is the appropriate place to contain the interface requirements with DBD EE 021
and WCAP 9696. The revision to the Scaling Calculations Manual (1 SC-8800) will
incorporate any interface requirements.

____- _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ______ _ . . . _ _ - __ ._
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CASE Suttostion (Item (7) on page 4): i

All miscellaneous correspondence and documents that transfers information should
;be reviewed to assure that any that may affect scaling calculations are

identified and addressed. Shop' orders 320, 325, 395, etc., should also be .

'

reviewed to verify that all sections are still appropriate. This would require
that the entire FIP be reviewed by shop order for drawing applicability and when
applicable, these documents be controlled through the DCA/DCC system. When the
documents are not applicable, they should at a minimum, be annotated
"information only".

TU Electric Region for Not Incorporatina:

WPTs are the only source of correspondence to be revised because SWEC Project -

Procedure PP 012. "$WEC/ Westinghouse Interface.' requires "for the exchange of
design information/ input or output criteria SWEC and Westinghouse shall utilize
their respective correspondence procedure unless an alternate approved program
(e.g., DCAs, NCRt. etc.) has been established to control this type of activity."
For example, PIP and shop order updates are transmitted by WPTs and are '

processed by the Vendor Document Group in accordance with PP.053 and receive
Engineering review and status (e.g., approved, approved with comments, for info
only, etc.). Any documents used as references in the scaling calculations which
were previously controlled only through the PIP are being placed in the CPSES
Document Control System through the Vendor Document Program.

CASE Summestion (Ites (8) on page 4):

More should be done regarding DCA6 than just making sure that the DCA program is
"in compliance with Project procedures." The DCA procedure appears to be
deficient in that consideration is not given to timeliness (3 6 months) prior to '

document update. Additionally, DCAs involving multiple documents, issues and
pages should be assessed individually for incorporation.

TU Electric Reason for Not incorporatina: ,

The DCA controls are adequate and it has been determined that the number of
outstanding DCAs is in compliance with those controls.

CASE Suzzestion (pane 5):

*

It is mandatory that specific TAP audit findings be resolved prior to fuel load.

TU Electric Reason for Not Incorporatina:

It may not be necessary to have all actions related to TAP audit findings
completed prior to fuel load. However, all of the audit findings concerning the
acceptability of safety related calculations will be addressed by the
responsible organization and concurred with by the QA Department prior to fuel
load.

-.. . -- ._ - ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
_
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wimme G.Comeu. October 12. 1989 |

rar como, ,

!
,

'

Mrs. Juanita Ellis
+

President,' CASE i
1426 South Polk Street
Dallas, TX 75224 ;

Dear Mrs. Ellis: ,

My letter of September 25, 1989, responded to Enclosure 2 to your letter i

of September 21, 1989, which provided CASE's comments with respect to TU ;

Electric's draft Action Plan for scaling calculations. |

Your. letter of September 21, also formally provided a memorandum
(Enclosure 1) dated September 12, 1989, which set forth the basis of

;. CASE's position thst a stop work order should be issued against further
scaling calculation activity. In response to that document, enclosed is
TU Electric's " Evaluation of CASE Position Regarding Need for Scaling
Calculation Program Stop Work Order."

As you will note, TU Electric's evaluation addresses, in sequence, each of ,

the ten basic arguments presented in the CASE semorandum, as well as ~;

CASE's observations based on its review of Mr. Bodiford's diary, CASE's
'

" general concluding comments'', and CASE's conclusion.

On the basis of this detailed evaluation of CASE's arguments. TU '
1

Electric's position remains the same as previously communicated to you by
TU Electric's QA Director, namely, that a stop work order is neither
required nor appropriate.

We have provided you with both our Scaling Calculations Action Plan and '

our detailed explanation for not imposing a stop work order. We hope that
'

this information will be considered sufficient to resolve these matters
pursuant to paragraph B.2 of the Joint Stipulation.

Very truly yours, ,

W. G. Counsil

Enclosure

ec: B. P. Carde
>

2001 Bryan Tower Dallas, Texas 75201

m _ . _ _ _ _ . _ . - . _ __ _
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Evaluation of CASE Position *

Retarding Need for Scalina Calculation
Proaras Stop Work Order

.

Ites 1)

on May 10, 1988, as a result of concerns raised by Mr. Gary Bodiford
following his termination as a Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation
(SWEC) engineer in the scaling calculation organization at CPSES, Comanche
Peak Engineering (CPE) directed SWEC by memorandum (NE 19097) to take
certain actions and requested that the status of these actions be reported
in monthly reports. On August 1,1988, SWEC responded to the CPE
directive by memorandum (SWTU 9733) indicating: that certain actions were
complete; that some actions were unnecessary (justification provided);
and the status of items remaining to be completed.

In the June and July 1988 monthly reports the status of all action items
was reported. There was no report for August due to the pending
implementation of the Consolidated Engineering Contractor Organization
(CECO). In September, October, and November the monthly report was
reformatted as a CECO document with less detail provided than the previous
SWEC reports. Consequently, the status of the scaling calculation actions
was not included in the CECO monthly reports. In December, the CECO
monthly report was discontinued because close daily interfacing between
CECO and TU Electric management made these reports unnecessary.

In the fall of 1988, the activities identified in the May 10, 1988, CPE
semorandum which represented significant manhour expenditures and which
were not complete were incorporated in the project scheduling system
(PREMIS) and thereby tracked as part of the normal project completion

Items which did not represent significant manhour expendituresprocess.
(i.e., the NCB and NCH printed circuit card issues addressed as Items 12
and 13, respectively, in the CPE assorandus) were not formally tracked.

As a result of CASE inquiries in early 1989 regarding the status of
actions TU Electric had taken to address Mr. Bodiford's concerns, CECO QA
conducted a special surveillance in May 1989 to verify actions taken
associated with all known scaling calculation issues including those
identified in NE 19097 and to provide a tracking mechanism for any issue
not resolved. The results of that special surveillance were documented in
Surveillance Report CAP 89073. Items not complete or fully resolved from

,

! that time forward are being tracked by CECO.
f The CASE statement that the in process TAP audit findings have verified
| Mr. Bodiford's technical concerns as discussed in the May 10, 1988, CPE

semorandum is incorrect. Although not structured to address the
memorandum, the TAP audit coincidentally confirmed partial or complete

l

implementation of most of the actions directed by CPE. (Some of thel

action iten subject areas were not within the scope of the TAP audit.)
For example, the TAP audit verified that 9 sheets of the total set
(approximately 450 sheets) of Interconnection Wiring Diagram (IWD's)
developed by Westinghousa for the B0P process instrument cabinets remain

1
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in the systes as " Approved Except as Noted" (AEN) documents. Seven of ;,

these IWDr appropriately have Design Change Authorizaticas (DCA's) written
-

against them approving incorporation of the AEN annotation. The two
drawings not presently covered by a DCA contain annotations to the system i

'

grounding wires made by Gibbs and Hill during review and approval of the
BOP instrumentation document package and depict wiring changes made by- '

Westinghouse. The annotated drawings are technically correct, represent
hthe installed hardware, were' reviewed and approved by both Westin5 ouse

and Gibbs and Hill, and were validated as correct under the Corrective ;

Action Progras design validation effort. An audit finding was identified
concerning the failure to initiate a DCA against these two drawings as ,

required by Deficiency Report (DR) C 87 05180. This is considered to be
-

an isolated finding that does not call into question the overall adequacy
of the Westinghouse IWDs. This finding along with a finding related to an
NCB1/NCB11 inconsistency within a calculation and a finding related to the -

Westin5 ouse Project Information Package (PIP) Master Index were the onlyh
findings identified which directly correspond to items addressed in the
May 10, 1988, memorandum. Rather than confirming inaction as CASE
implies, the audit results generally indicate that the action items in the
memorandum that were within the scope of the audit had been addressed by
SWEC.

Regarding CASE's contention that . . " deficient programmatic and.

technical conditions recognized in the May 10, 1988, memorandum have been
allowed to continue throughout the past year, even though several previous
TAP, SWEC, and NRC audits and surveillances have been conducted," a review

'

was undertaken of the following TAP and SWEC audit /surveillances performed ,

subsequent to May 10, 1988:

TAP Audit ATP 88 105 (Instrumentation and Controls)
_

TU Electric Engineering Surveillance EASR 89 06 (Review of Scaling
_

Calculations)

SWEC QA Surveillance CAP 89073 (Westinghouse 7300 Systems)
l.

_

Results of the above audit and surveillances with respect to the
corrective measures addressed in the May 10, 1988, memorandum are as
follows:

Neither the TAP audit nor the TU Electric Engineering Surveillance
were structured to address (directly or indirectly) the conditions_

and corrective measures described in the CPE nonorandum. While
sees findings were identified, the results of these oversi ht5
activities indicate acceptable scaling calculation packages. !

I

SWEC QA Surveillance CAP 89073, dated May 10, 1989, was a special
effort to assess the status of past scaling calculation issues,_

,

'

including the issues identified in the May 10, 1988, CPE
memorandum. In most instances, implementation of corrective i

measures, where appropriate, was verified either to be complete or
in process and being properly tracked. However, the surveillance f
identified two issues (i.e. , NCB and NCH card issues) which were

'

:

I
2

l

|
-

,

:
|

-- .- _ . _ , _ _ _ __ __ __ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ O
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apparently not being tracked in a manner that assured they would .

be reselved prior to issuance of an operating license.

There is no indication that the conditions revealed *in the scaling
calculation audit are indicative of deficiencies in the TU Electric or
SWEC audit / surveillance programs. These programs have provided an
accurate. assessment of the technical acceptability of the scaling program
products.

In addition to the recent audit, after receiving the September 21, 1989
CASE letter, the QA Department reviewed project actions taken in response
w the May 10, 1988, memorandum. That review revealed that SWEC was
responsive to completing most of.the actions directed in the memorandum,
There were four items that were either not intended to be accomplished by
SWEC as discussed in the August 1,1988, SWEC response to the CPE
memorandum or were not being formally tracked to completion until the May
1989, CECO surveillance. These items are as follows:

The CPE memorandum directed that a technical audit be conducted of
the scaling calculation effort to determine its technical i~

adequacy. SWEC responded that such an audit was unnecessary
; becauss a past audit and past surveillances verified the

acceptability of the scaling calculation effort and SWEC provided
details of the results of those efforts in its response. The SWEC

,

position was subsequently agreed to by CPE. It appears that thel

SWEC position was reasonable, and the recent audit results attest
to the technical acceptability of the scaling calculation effort.

The CPE memorandum directed (Iten 3) that WPTs (Westinghouse

j Project Transmittals) be reviewed to assure they were included in
_

the PIP Master Index. The SWEC response implied that this effort
was unnecessary because the PIP Master Index was not a plant

' design document. Apparently, SWEC's position was based on SWEC
having reasonable assurance that the WPTs did not contain design
information that was not also reflected in design documents. It

appears that SWECs decision was rational; however, the Scaling
Calculations Action Plan includes a provision to screen all WPTs
received prior to establishment of enhanced CPSES WPT tracking in
1987. The screening will identify any WPTs that could potentially
have scaling impact and any WPTs so identified will be reflected

|
in revised scaling calculations.

The CPE memorandum directed (Icos 12) that any interchanges of
NCB1 and NCP 11 printed circuit cards be identified and that the

_

potential impact on scaling data be evaluated. SWEC responded
that the directive would be accomplished; however, although
technical personnel were aware of the issue, it appears that it
was not being tracked by SWEC in a manner that would have assured
completion of the effort. Following the recent CASE inquiries,
efforts were initiated to assure resolution of this matter as
indicated by the Scaling Calculations Action Plan. The failure to
properly track this item appears to be contrary to SWEC Procedure ,

PP 010, " Preparation, Issuance, and Control of Project

3

l - -_. __ _ _ _ _ .___ _ _ __ _ _
__
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Correspondence", which had provisions in Attachment PP 010.C for .

the identification and control of actions needed to resolve such
matters. This resulted in the QA Director conservatively issuing !

ia Corrective Action Request (CAR) on October 6, 1989, to address
the NCB issue and the NCH issue discussed below. This matter is ,

not expected to have technical significance because in 1983 -

Westinghouse and TU Electric approved the NCB 11 cards as direct !

replacements for NCB '1 cards. j

The CPE memorandum directed (Iten 13) that SWEC validate the Gibbs
_ and Hill calculation concerning the acceptability of utilizing NCH ;

printed circuit cards which were susceptible to seismically [

induced problems. SWEC responded that the issue would be i

investigated and resolved by SWEC; however, although technical !
'

personnel were aware of the issue, it appears that it was not
tracked by SWEC in a manner that would have assured completion of 1

*

the effort. Following the recent CASE inquiries, efforts were
initiated to assure resolution of this matter as indicated by the |

Scaling Calculations Action Plan. Similar to the NCB issue, the

failure to properly track this ites appears to be contrary to SWEC '

Procedure PP.010 and this issue is also a subject of the CAR
discussed above. Preliminary engineering impact assessments
indicate that this matter will not have technical significance. -

.

In summary, the CASE contention that the actions directed by the May 10, .

'

1988, memorandus have not been implemented is not consistent with the
facts. The evidence from the audit and the results of the QA Department
review of the status of project actions taken in response to the
memorandum indicate that, with a few exceptions, the actions were either >

complete, properly incorporated and tracked as part of the overall project
completion, or justifiably not intended to be accomplished. None of the
exceptions is likely to be technically signiftcant and all of them will be
resolved during the resolution of associated audit findings or resolution

'of the CAR discussed above. The exceptions are considered to represent
noncompliance with Appendix B Criterion V (Instructions, Procedures, and
Drawings). No noncompliances with Criteria II, VII, XVI, XVII, and XVIII
as suggested by CASE were identified.

Item 2)

Part a)

The IWDs fall into two categories . Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS) and
Balance of Plant (BOP). It is true that many of these drawings have
outstanding DCAs posted against them. The majority of the BOP IWDs have
been incorporated into the CPE drawing control system and have been
revised in accordance with SWEC Procedure PP.032. The NSSS drawings are
still under Westinghouse control with required changes appropriately
documented on DCAs; however, Uestinghouse has not been issued a purchase
order to update these drawings. The fact that there are NSSS drawings
with DCAs outstanding since 1983 is not contrary to administrative
controls and does not render the drawing information indeterminate or

|
unreliable; however, the DCAs do make it more time consuming to

|-
| 4

|

_ . _ _ _ _
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|
l

understand the design and could therefore possibly result in increased ., ,

!

plant down time during operations due to longer times required to On ;troubleshoot and correct instrumentation problems that might arise.
!

that basis a recommendation was made by the audit team that outstanding
DCAs against Westinghouse IWDs be incorporated into revised drawings.

The TAP audit tema verified that there are only two " Approved Except As.
:Noted" (annotated) IWDs which have not been formally incorporated into the

design documents via DCAs. (This is the same issue discussed in Itos 1)
above and therefore will not be addressed further.)

!

Part b) ;

The audit results indicate that Westinghouse NSSS equipaent specifications
(e.g., transmitters, indicators, recorders, etc.) are adequately
controlled by CPSES. Initially, the specifications were listed in Shop

320, 325, and 395 and referenced in the PIP Master Index. In 1988, ,

Orders
an effort was begun to incorporate these specifications into the CPSES

<

Document Control Systes thus giving the project the ability to write DCAs
against these specifications without the need for Westinghouse approval.

3

Part c)

WCAP 9696 and its supplements have not been revised since 1983. These
docurents are utilized by calculation preparers to obtain scaling
methodology and also provide justification for gain, bias and transfer
functions found in many calculations. Values for setpoints are found in
the Westinghouse Precautions, Limitations and Setpoint (PL&S) document, ,

An isolated finding was identified in which the Westinghouse Scaling
Manual (WCAP 9696) was inappropriately referenced in one calculation as
the source of setpoint infr a ation. The setpoint values used in the
calculation, however, were currect per the PL&S (the appropriate reference

-

This fir. ding is considered to be isolated since all of the ,

document).
other calculations reviewed by the auditors correctly reference the PL&S
as the source of NSSS setpoints which indicates that the calculation
preparers were fully cognizant of the appropriate sources of setpoint
data.

The status and control of other Westinghouse documents used by CPSES in
the-preparation of scaling calculations were reviewed by the audit team.
While no instances were found in which incorrect or obsolete Westinghouss

-

input data were used in these calculations, the audit team believes that
the Westinghouse Scaling Manual and supplements should either be updated

A
by Westinghouse or placed into the CPSES Document Control System.
recommendation was made by the audit team to update WCAP 9696 and asintain
it currene.

In summary, the audit team concluded that the drawings and information
utilized in the preparation of scaling calculations are functional and
reliable. In every calculation reviewed during the audit, the proper
input values and methodology were used and the end results were correct.
The audit team did recommend that it would be desirable to incorporate
outstanding DCAs into revised drawings and to update WCAP 9696 and

5

I
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|maintain it current. Isolated noncompliances with Appendix 5 Criteria V
+

,

(Instructions Procedures, and Drawings) were identified as discussed in
Part a) above. No noncompliances with Appendix 8 Criteria III, VI, VII, ,

XVI, and XVII as suggested by CASE were identified. '

,

!

Ites 3)

Contrary to the CASE contention, the FSAR does not sention DBD EE-032 in
any way and consequently does not indicate that this document is used to
control the Analog and Scaling Calculation effort.- Section 1.1 of the DBD t

describes its purpose as follows: |
!

"The purpose of this Design Basis Document (DBD) is to describe the
design basis and the functional requirements of the BOP Analog
controls of the Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station (CPSES) Unit 1
and Unit 2. In addition this document is to provide the design basis
for analog scaling of the Westinghouse 7300 Series 80P process
control instrumentation. Implementing documents and equipment
selection are addressed."

No mention is made in the DBD re5arding the DBD acting as a controlling
document for the scaling calculation technical effort. However, the DBD
is one of the documents that provides direction on the format and '

production of scaling calculations.
|

|
The audit team concluded that there is no single CPSES document which
provides an overall " road map" for the preparation of scaling

,
'

calculations, addressing ' input sources, equipment reference manuals, and
calculation concent and methodology. Even without an overall progras

;

dese.ription, the practices, procedures, and controis used in the
production of scaling calculations are resulting in accurate and useful
end products. The success of the calculation effort is due to the
knowledge and experience of the calculation preparers coupled with
appropriate training and management supervision. A finding was identified
indicating a need for an overall program description (or " road map")
covering the CPSES scaling calculation process. This finding is
considered to represent noncompliance with Appendix 8 Criteric s V
(Instructions, Procedures and Drawingvo. No noncompliances with Appendix
B Criteria III or VI as suggested by CASE were identified,

l
l Iton 4)

The audit team confirmed that the TU Electric Scaling Calculation Manual
(SC 8800) and its appendices do not completely define the scaling
methodology; however, the audit team did not find the manual or its
appendices to be deficient nor did the team find an instance where the
manual and appendices contained outdated or inaccurate information.

a) Appendices F and G have been adequately prepared, reviewed, and
approved by CECO. The audit team verified that these documents were

Itdeveloped based on data generated and approved by Westinghouse.
is not necessary for Westin5 ouse to concur with these appendices.h

6
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f b) The equipment elevation measurements made during FVM 069 walkdowns . i

were made to verify compliance with specifications, not to determine
| |precise instrument location as do surveys made for the Field
I

Engineering Sketches. Therefore, the field survey data rather than'

TVM data were used in Appendix 1. The procedure to control the Field
Engineering Sketches was reviewed by the audit team and is considered ,

adequate.
i

c) The audit team verified that Appendix H contains methodology for *

determining instrument calibration accuracy and the component
accurccy data base required for use in the analysis. Loop accuracy |

calculations are contained in separate documents for selected
instrument loops.

,

d) Although DSD.EE.032 referenced Appendices "J." "K," and "L", these
appendices were identified to be "not used" in the TU Electric
Scaling Calculation Manual. The DBD has since been voided,

e) Action has been taken to update the TU Electric Scaling Calculation
Manual and to void DBD.EE.032. The updated Scaling Calculation

-

l Manual provides an overall description (or " road map") for!

preparation of scaling calculations,

f) As indicated in Item 3) above, the audit team identified a finding .

; relating to the lack of an overall program description (or " road
map") relating to the preparation and control of scaling

.calculations.

In summary, as noted in Item 3) above, neither the TU Electrie 3caling
calculation Manual nor DBD.EE.032 provide a complete program description
(or " road map") of the overall scaling calculation production process;
however, no instances were found in which incorrect or outdated
information was used in any scaling calculation. In all instances, the

end product calculations were found to be technically accurate and
complete. Other than the matter of noncompliance with Criterion V
addressed in Item 3) above, no noncompliances with Appendix B Criteria
III, VI, X, or XVII as suggested by CASE were identified.

Ites 5)

The engineering basis for the scaling calculation effort has its genesis
at Westinghouse where the original engineering was completed for the NSSS
process instrumentation. The BOP scaling calculation effort was developed
on site based on the Westinghouse methodology. Westinghouse developed the
Interconnection Wiring Diagrams (IWDs), instrument component
configuration, Equipment Reference Manuals, Instrument Data Sheets, and
issued methodology documents which specify the scaling and accuracy
requirements for the process instrumentation. The CPSES scaling effort
serves to compile this information in one document and to maintain it
current by incorporating changes as the design evolved.

7
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The audit team verified through document review and interview that: .,

Hardware related aspects of the scaling calculations are
sartsfactory and adequate to meet technical requirements._

The scaling calculations and their technical content are viewed by ,

'
ithe user (i.e., Operations I&C) to be adequate for the intended_

;purposes.
?

There have been no significant errors relating to instrument |

system configuration and scaling detected during Hot functional j_

I

and other system tests.
1

Technical training has been accomplished by the following means: (1)
on the job training where engineers new to the program were tutored by
experienced engineers, (2) selected individuals were trained by .

Westinghouse in scaling methodology and application, and (3) Operations
.

I&C (the scaling calculation users) was trained by Westinghouse and the TU
Electric Tralning Department in maintenance and installation of thec

!

Westinghouse instrumentation. The audit team verified that a high leveli

of competence currently exists among the scaling calculation preparers, ;

!

particularly with respect to understanding Westinghouse engineering design "

requirements.
,

Part a)

The audit team verified that a SWEC engineer involved in the production
and review of scaling calculations failed to fully understand the nature
of the NFL timer modules and consequently did not adequately detail the
logic requirements in a change (i.e. , DCA) to the Auxiliary Teodwater
System controls. The engineer incorrectly assumed that Westinghousetimer modules similar inprovided both time to pickup and time to dropout
function to those provided by most other timer manufacturers. Th6

engineer had asked for a drop out; however, Westinghouse timers only
provide a pick up function. An audit finding was identified addressing
the incomplete DCA circuit description.

The auditThis DCA was not implemented and is currently being revised.
team requested that Operations I&C conduct a bench test of the timer
module as described in the DCA. This test demonstrated that the timer
logic described in the DCA could not have been physically implemented and
consequently would have been routinely referred back to Engineering for
resolution. The audit team found no other examples of an inadequately or
incorrectly engineered DCA.

Part b)

An audit finding was identified concerning the lack of adequate scaling
calculation reference to the Programmable Read Only Memory (PROM) Library

One of thewhich contains the coding for each uniquely configured PROM.
IWDs also failed to reference the PROM Library. This audit finding

indicates that in some cases there is no direct traceability between the

8
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|PROM Library, the IWDs, and the scaling calculations; however, the audit ,

*

team confirmed that there in indirect traceability of PROMS but this is a
While this finding does not call into question the1aborious process.

acceptability of the installed PROMS or the ability to trace them, it does
reflect the difficulties in tracing PROMS in the absence of direct
references in documentation.

PROMS are utilized on a small number of printed circuit cards in CPSES
instrument loops. They are utilized on NFL and NTD cards and

The i

approximately 30 PROMS are in use in safety related instrument loops.
audit team verified that PROMS have distinguishing physical features which

|

4

indicate the required mounting orientation and, further, that a warning is
contained in the Westinghouse Equipment Reference Manual regarding the j

_

The auditneed to ensure proper physical orientation of these devices.
tsaa verified that pre programmed PROMS furnished by Westinghouse for both
the NFL cards and the NTD cards contain identifying markings which
differentiate between various control system logics. ,

,

Part c) i

The audit team identified a finding against the scaling calculations for
failure to identify the specific model of timer required. Four types of j

timer modules are produced by Westinghouse, none of which are _

'

interchangeable. The audit team found no indication, however, that the
wrong type of timer was installed in the field.

Part d)

As mentioned in Part b) above, PROMS are in limited use at CPSES. They
are individually prograssed and mounted by the same technician and, based ,

on audit results, appear to have been properly controlled. The auditors
confirmed through interviews that dropped, damaged, or indeterminate PROMS
have been appropriately discarded. General PROM rslated instructions are :

*

contained in nho applicable Operations I&C Work Orders. A more
appropriate practice would be to generate PROM > specific procedures
delineating requirements for documentation programming, and physical
identification of these devices. An audit finding was identified
concerning the lack of a PROM specific procedure which describes the ,

.

programming and marking of these devices.

In summary, the Westinghouse design of instrument systems provides sn '

adequate en51neering basis for preparation of CPSES scaling calculations.
Personnel training was also determined to be adequate and has resulted,
with one exception (see Ites Sa) above), in satisfactory design products.
Findings were-identified by the audit team involving (1) eciculation
references, (2) an incomplete DCA circuit description, and (3) the It:k of

-

a PROM specific procedure which specifies requirements for prograaning and
These findings are considered to representphysical marking of PROMS.

isolated noncompliances with Appendix B Criteria III (Design Control) and
V (Instructions, Procedures, and Drawings). No noncompliances with
Appendix B Criteria II. VI. VII, VIII, XVI, and XVIII as suggested by CASE
were identified.

.

m

9
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|
|
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Ites 61 .,

The audit team concluded that setpoint values, setpoint references, and
revision levels as stated in the scaling calculations are generally

In most calculations reviewed, the setpoints properlysatisfactory.
referenced either the PIAS, a setpoint calculation, or a mechanical system
DSD at the appropriate revision level. A finding was identified involving i

two calculations in which an inappropriate reference source or revision
level had been used; however, the correct setpoints had been utilized in
the calculations. This is contrary to SWEC Procedure EAP 5.3,
" Preparation and Control of Manual and Computerized Calculations
(Nuclear)," and is considered to represent isolated examples of
noncompliance with Appendix B Criterion V (Instructions, Procedures, and
Drawings). No noncompliances with Appendix B Criteria III., XVI, XVIII, as '

suggested by CASE were identified.

Item 7)

A finding was identified concerning the adequacy of references for severalThe audittypes of input data (e.g., gains, bias and transfer functions).
team, by familiarity with the calculation process, was able to determine
appropriate sources of input data and verify that in all cases the actual .

values used in the calculations were correct. It appears that the
calculation preparers have been properly trained in the selection of data
and methodology to perform the calculations; however, the lack ofi

specific references for individual pieces of data is an impediment to the '

review of calculations and is contrary to the requirements of SWEC
Procedure EAP 5.3. The lack of specific references is contrary to SWEC
Procedure EAP 5.3 and is considered to represent noncompliance with
Appendix 8 Criterion V (Instructions Procedures, and Drawings). No ;

i
noncompliances with Appendix B Criteria III, XVI, and XVIII as suggested

'

|

by CASE were identified,i

f Ites 8)
| Except as noted below, the audit team found that the " Confirmation

P.oquired" proce n has been properly and appropriately applied in the
scaling calculation effort. There is no evidence that the " Confirmation
Required" process has been used to issue incomplete and/or inaccurate
calculations or to otherwise circumvent existing project controls.

, Project Procedure PP 009 has been meticulously followed for the removal of
| " Confirmation Required" items and for revision of calculations.
I

It apporrs t. hat there may have been an unnecessary use of " Confirmation
Required" in one calculation. This minor misuse of the process had no

) effect on calculation results. A review of an additional forty scaling
I calculations prepared for other redundant instrumentation loops similar to

thos9 addressed in this one isetance indicates that " Confirmation
Required" it6as are canaistant and appropriate.

,

!
One other calculatien tas found designated as "No Confirmation Required";

f however, the cover sheet indicated " Confirmation Required" for one ites.
This is

'

A finding was identified r.ddressing these conflicting statements.
contrary to SWEC Proedure EAP 5.3.

10

|
|

|
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In summary, the audit found no evidence that the " Confirmation Req:1 red" ..

process has been used for purposes of issuing either incomplete or
inaccurate scaling calculations. The minor inconsistency discussed above
is considered to be an isolated noncompliance with Appendix B Criterion V
(Instructions, Procedures, and Drawings). No compliance with Appendix 8
Criteria I, II, and III as su5gested by CASE were identified.

|
Item 9)

|Desi p. review of draft documents (i.e., drawings, specifications, and '

calculnions) is a practice employed by SWEC to provide early design i

verification input into the engineering design process. These reviews are
accomplished in accordance with SWEC Procedure EAP 5.3 and documented

The final version of these documents are again reviewed to:accordingly.
1) ensure that comments and questions identified during the initial draft
review have been addressed and resolved to the reviewer's satisfaction,
and 2) evaluate any changes made subsequent to the initial draft version. ,

The date of the reviewer's signature merely indicates the date that the ,

i

total review process has been completed and the final document (s) judged
to be correct. The audit team has reviewed a sample of scalingI

'

j calculation packages and confirmed that the process of reviewing draft
' documents ir satisfactory and meets the intent of SWEC Procedure EAP 5.3.t

No noncompliances with Appendix B Criteria were identified.

Item 10)
*

Contrary to the CASE contention, the audit results do not provide evidence
"that SWEC concentrated on scaling calculations only." Rather, the audit

results indicate that the SWEC calculation effort ensured the validity of
input data. The need for additional updating of reference documentation
is, however, acknowledged (see Item 2) above).

Mr. Streeter discussed with Messrs. Brian Haynes and Gayle Creamer the
purpose of the December 1986 aceting referred to by CASE. They stated
that the meeting was to discuss the transition of responsibility for the
scaling calculation effort from Gibbs and Hill to SWEC. Mr. Haynes
recalled Mr. Bodiford discussing how Gibbs and Hill had approached theI

task and status of the Gibbs and Hill effort. It appears that the scope
of the task, including the updating of supporting documentation, was also '

discussed. Messrs. Haynes and Creamer indicated that to their knowledge
there were no minutes of the December 1986 meeting.

It appears that the direction given to SWEC was not for the purpose of
obtaining prompt action to a problem, but rather it was for the purpose of i

It alsodefining a task that had to be completed prior to fuel load.
appears that TU and SWEC periodically discussed and assessed SWEC progressHowever, when Mr. Bodiford lefton completing the assigned work task.
CPSES and registered his concerns to SAFETEAM, TU provided written
direction to SWEC as to the actions that were expected of SWEC to complete
the scaling calculation effort, including resolution of all known scaling
calculation issues. Therefore, Mr. 1. owe issued his May 10, 1988,
memorandum to SWEC.

11
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m implication of Ites 10) is that corrective action directed by TU .
'

Electric in December 1980 had not been taken. This is the same issue
discussed in Ites 1) above. Therefore, this matter is not discussed |further here, except to say that the actions were implemented by SWEC as
part of the overall completion effort and had not been singled out for
special attention. This approach was not in noncompliance with any
Appendix B requirements; however, the failure to track the NCB and NCH Icard issues to assure effective resolution is considered a noncompliance
with Appendix B Criterion V (Instructions Procedures, and Drawings) as |

discussed in Ites 1) above. No noncompliances with Appendix B Criteria I, J

11. III, VI. VII, XVI, XVII, and XVIII as suggested by CASE were
identified.

Diary Review, panes 17 18

1

The audit team has investigated the statement by Mr. Bodiford that wide
2

range RDF/RTD serial numbers are incorrect. These RTDs are unique and
must be serialized as well as "linearized" by applying appropriate j

correction factors contained in a table to obtain an accurate reading, j

Audit results indicate that the original CPSES RTDs furnished under the
'

I

NSSS scope of supply and, which are identified by unique serial numbers, '

were sent back to the vendor for recalibration. The Unit 2 RTDs, with
different serial numbers, were then transferred to Unit i via Permanent
Equipment Transfer (PET).

The audit team reviewed the scaling calculation whi;h contains the
serialized RTDs. The numbers from this calculation matched those on the
PET. The serial numbers and "linearization" tables in the calculation
were then checked against tho values in Appendix F to the TU Electric
Scaling Calculation Manual (referenced in the calculation) and were found

The only inconsistency noted in this review was thatto be in agreement.
the original RTD serial numbers and linearization values contained in
WCAP.9696 have not been updated. However, none of the documents reviewed ,

'

makes reference to WCAP 9696 as the data source for serial numbers;
consequently, no audit finding was issued.

Diary Review, panes 19 - 20
i

The purpose of the Technical Audit Program is to provide a level of
confidence that the Corrective Action Program for assuring the quality of
CPSES Unit i design and hardware was effectively executed. The TAP was
designed to accomplish this purpose using a performance based approach
utilizing 10Cf1t50 Appendix A as the acceptance criteria for the technical
effort and 10CFR50 Appendix B as the criteria for determining programmatic

!

and procedural adequacy. All deficiencies identified in the TAP can be
traced back to the Appendices of 10CFR50.

The Technical Specialists associated with the TAP were selected on the
basis of the following principal criteria:

A demonstrated expertise in a specific engineering discipline (or
disciplines) involved in the Corrective Action Program including.

the capability to perform, as well as overview, the specific

12
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jtechnical functions and activities which they were assigned to ,
,

evaluate, ,

Complete independence of the activity which they were to evaluate.
Each assigned specialist was confirmed to have had no prior,

association or responsibility for any portion of the work to be |
.audited.

n o Technical Specialists utilized in the TAP audit and surveillance
process averaged over twenty years of design engineering experience, more '

than fourteen years of which involved nuclear power plant engineering
idesign. Approximately fifty percent of these Technical Specialists were

involved in one or more aspects of the CPSES Design Adequacy Program thus ,

gaining valuable experience in performing critical design oversight !

assessments. ,

To assure that the TAP oversight effort was carried out within an
(appropriate Appendix 8 framework, each audit was managed by an Audit Tesa '

14ader qualified per ANSI N.45.2.23 and experienced in euclear power plant
quality assurance activities. The integration of Technical Specialists
into the audit process was further enhanced by the assignment of two ,

!fall time senior advisors, each having extensive management experience and '
expertise in nuclear quality assurance pro 6 ram activities. The
effectiveness of this arrangement is best illustrated by the nature and
depth of issues and findings raised since the TAP was established in early
1987, many of which have resulted in fundamental changes and improvements
in the overall Corrective Action Program design validation process.

-

The findings of the TAP audit are considered to represent noncompliances
with 10CFR50 Appendix B Criteria III (Design Control) and V (Instructions,
Procedures, and Drawings). The nature and substance of the findings are

s

not considered unusual given the scope and depth of the team's effort.
The majority of the findings appear to be isolated occurrences having
little, if any, impact on the acceptability of CPSES scaling calculations. ,

No breakdown in either the CPSES Appendix B Quality Assurance Program or
On thein the implementation of any of the program criteria was observed.

basis of this exhaustive review and the absence of any substantive
| findings, there is no basis for issuance of a Stop Work Order. Existing

processes and procedures are more than adequate to assure that appropriate
corrective and preventive actions are taken to address each of the audit
team's findings and recommendations.

General Concludina comment 1), pares 2122

Past audits and surveillances were reviewed to determine whether they
adequately addressed the scaling calculation effort. The scope and
content of these audits and surveillances, as well as effectiveness of
corrective actions resulting from prior audit and surveillance findings,
appear reasonable and appropriate.

Ceneral Concludina Comment 2), pares 22 23
t

|

| This matter is addressed in Iten Sa) above.
!

13
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Ceneral Concludina Comment 3), page 23 ,,

CASE asserts that Mr. Bodiford stated that a general intimidating
atmosphere existed in Mr. Bodiford's department during the time of his
employment at CPSES and that no action has been taken to remedy that
situation. Mr. Streeter recently spoke to an individual who worked with
Mr. Bodiford as a scaling engineer at CPSES. The engineer stated that
while there was an emphasis on schedule that was at times uncomfortable,
SWEC management continually emphasized that schedule was not to take
priority over quality. While it may have been an uncomfortable situation,
this individual emphasized that, to his knowledge, quality of the design
product was never knowingly compromised to achieve schedule objectives.

CASE refers to a recent comment purportedly made by a CPSES employee that
he was " directed to sign off a document under duress by (his] supervisor."
Mr. Streeter determined the source of this comment and interviewed the
individual. This is the same SVEC employee mentioned above. Mr. Streeter

has concluded that either the exact statement as reported by CASE or a
very similar statement was anda in which the word " duress" was used.
However, the person stated that he did not intend by the use of that word
to convey that he was pressured by his supervisor to sign off or approve
work that he believed to be incorrect. Rather, he was trying to explain
that management had directed that certain calculations were to be revised
to resolve an audit finding, and he did not want management to think that
his signature on a revised scaling calculation represented a complete
review of the calculation when in fact his review was limited to only the
revised portions of the calculation, He indicated that once he had
resolved that matter with his management, he had no concern about signing
the revised calculations. W further stated that he had never signed or
endorsed any design document that he believed to be incorrect.

In summary, there was schedule emphasis which apparently was perceived by
Mr. Bodiford as an intimidating atmosphere. However, that perception was
not shared by all employees and the technical acceptability of the scaling|

calculations provides ample evidence that the schedule emphasis did not
j detract from the technical quality of the work,

f Conclusion, pane 24

Ws agree that the majority of the items discussed above were known to TU
Electric and SWEC in late 1987. We also agree that some of the items are

|
not complete as of this date. However, in general, we are of the view
that the project was responsive in addressing the items. In regard to

t

CASE's contention that the recent TAP audit verified that programmatic!

deficiencies indicated in TU Electric 14tter hh-19097, dated May 10, 1988,
were . . "not even addressed . . auch less corrected," that statement

.
.

! is simply not correct. While the TAP audit was not structured to addressi

the Issues raised in the referenced TU Electric letter, the audit
coincidentally confirmed partial or complete implementation of most of the
actions directed by CPE, and only resulted in three minor findings that
'directly correspond to NE 19097. Additionally, the review effort
described in Iten 1) above indicates that most of these actions were
properly tracked and addressed. We acknowledge that in two instances

14
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(i.e., NCB and NCH issues) the thoroushness and effectiveness of the **
followup to these items has not been entirely satisfactory. Although the
impact of these particular items appears to not be significant, a

Corrective Action Request was conservatively issued by the Director.
Quality Assurance on October 6, 1989, to fully address these instances.
Due to the extensive measures undertaken to validate the CPSES design, we
do not expect resolution of the CAR to reveal significant programmatic,
design or hardware issues that have not been previously addressed.

- We do not agree with CASE's contention that Audit ATP.891465,'. . . .

verified the repeated failure of the scaling calculation / documentation
review program to perform adequately and fulfill its intended purpose."
While the TAP audit identified a number of generally isolated findings,
they do not impact on the acceptability of the CPSES scaling calculation
effort. The asture and substance of the audit findings identified are not
considered unusual given the scope and depth of the audit effort. The
auditors were able in each instance to trace and verify the sources of
input data and, further, verified the actual input values used in the
calculations were correct. The Scaling Calculations Action Plan which was
forwarded to CASE with TU Electric's letter of September 25, 1989, will
assure that all inputs used in the scaling calculation effort are
identified; reviewed for applicability; updated, as appropriate; and a

traceable link established to each calculation. These actions will ensure
that documentation related shortcomings associated with the scaling
calculation effort are fully and effectively corrected.

In summary, the results of TAP audits and surveillances, as well as other
management reviews undertaken to address the scaling calculation effort,
indicate adequate programmatic control and satisfactory technical

;

products. Although the need for improvements is indicated, the collective
results of our review of the issues set forth by CASE cannot, in any ,

'

reasonable fashion, be accurately characterized as a programmatic
broskdown necessitating the issuance of a stop work order. We strongly
disagree that the evidence meets the provisions of Paragraph 6.1.5 of our
stop work procedure (NEO 3.25) or any other provision of that document.

:

.
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